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NEW QUESTION: 1
You notice that the performance of the database has degraded
because of frequent
checkpoints.
Which two actions resolve the issue?
A. Decrease the number of redo log members if there are more
than one redo log members available in each redo log group.
B. Check the size of the redo log file size and increase the
size if it is small.
C. Set the FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET parameter as per the advice
given by the MTTR Advisor.
D. Disable automatic checkpoint tuning.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A System Manager is creating a production for a case. The
production must produce all non-Excel file types in TIFF format
and produce all Excel files in native format. All files should
be named with a production number. How should this production
be created?
A. use a Mixed Mode production, with all non-Excel files in
TIFF format, named with production numbers; use Metadata export
for the Excel files and use option to include native copies
B. use a Mixed Mode production, with Excel files produced
natively and all other files produced in TIFF format; all files
named with production numbers
C. produce all non-Excel files in TIFF format, named with
production numbers; use Native Only export for the Excel files
D. produce all non-Excel files in TIFF format, named with
production numbers; produce all Excel files in Native Only
format, named with production numbers
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. xhr.upload.onprogress =
B. xhr.upload.onseeking =
C. xhr.upload.onplaying =
D. xhr.upload.onloadeddata =
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
You need to ensure that source code and deployment artifact
security requirements are met.
What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
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